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Propriété intellectuelle
Sampling Chaos
Aby Warburg and the Photographic Atlas of the Great War
Georges Didi-Huberman
Translation : Shane Lillis
 
Disparates of the World, Caprices of the Soul, and
Disasters of History
1 We could legitimately see the Mnemosyne Atlas of Aby Warburg as a tool for gathering, or
for ‘sampling,’ by means of interposed images, the great chaos of history. It would be a
matter of creating, through the atlas’s black plates studded with figures of all kinds, planes
of an intelligibility capable of creating certain ‘sections of chaos’ in order to create a kind
of  archaeology  or  ‘cultural  geology’  that  would  aim to  make  sensible  the  historical
immanence of images. And like a rebound or a ricochet, it would be a matter of causing
new concepts and new ways of thinking about social and cultural temporality to burst
forth.  I  use  the words of  Gilles  Deleuze and Félix  Guattari  to  index,  once again,  the
philosophical  power  and  audaciousness  –  that  ‘superior  empiricism’  –  of  Warburg’s
project: ‘It is always a matter of defeating chaos by a secant plane that crosses it,’ they
wrote, adding that ‘it is as if one were casting a net, but the fisherman always risks being
swept away and finding himself in the open sea.’1 This is a way of repeating the inherent
power and suffering in Warburg’s gesture:  his vocation for the astra (concepts)  always
brought back to the proximity of the monstra (chaos). On their turning point, or rather
through both of these, we find the operating ‘section plates’ that the Mnemosyne Atlas’s
piercing collection offers us.
2 Caught in the pincers between his philosophical ambition, which is never formulated to
its  culmination  –  forging  a  Kulturwissenschaft in  order  to  reforge  a  whole  historical
discipline of every human science – and the intrinsic modesty of his attention to singular
cases,  to  the  details  of  philological  erudition,  Warburg’s  project  can  really  only  be
understood through what it aims for, without ever grasping it or fully constructing it. The
Mnemosyne Atlas stands between two horizons that its author evoked or invoked, without
ever,  or almost never,  naming them. Further up the line,  we find the horizon of the
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Enlightenment and its romantic turning point: it is Goya, or Baudelaire speaking about
Goya from the angle of a ‘sampling of chaos’;2 and it is Goethe, finally, whose notion of
affinity opened up so many ways to rethink the practices of observing, anthologizing,
cross-checking,  collecting,  of  the  atlas.  Further  down  the  line,  among  Warburg’s
contemporaries who were – more or less – unknown to him, we have for example, August
Sander with his atlas Face of Our Time,3 Walter Benjamin for his ‘dialectical images,’ or
Sigmund Freud for his magisterial way of envisaging the power of the monstra. All of these
– and still others in that period – made sections of chaos, visual sections like so many
‘planes of consistency’ where the temporal immanence is exhibited, albeit enigmatically,
on each plate of the Mnemosyne Atlas.
3 To sample chaos, to make sections to retrieve from it – as though with a fisherman’s net
or like the exhumation undertaken by an archaeologist – packets of images, and to make
all of this visible on planes or on plates of visual consistency: this is what can be understood
according to three ways that Francisco Goya inscribed, by means of his admirable series
of engravings, on the pediment of our entire modernity: Disparates, Caprichos, Desastres.
The Disparates are a way of naming the art of sampling the ‘dispars,’ the chaos in space:
Warburg undoubtedly  does  this  –  including in  the  atlas’s  playful  dimension,  its  Witz
dimension – when he dares to bring together on the same plate a sarcophagus and an
aerial photograph, a dancing nymph and a dying old man, a small bronze coin and a
triumphal arc, a bust of a child and a souterrain arranged for sacrifices, a biblical scene
and an anatomy lesson, the monument to Hindenburg, and an advertisement for toilet
paper.4 And here, no doubt, it has to do with knowledge through montages, with that non
standard knowledge that was recommended – practiced and theorized – in the same
period by Walter Benjamin in his Arcades or by Georges Bataille in his journal Documents.5
4 The  Mnemosyne Atlas,  secondly,  could  be  leafed  through  as  a  collection  of  Caprichos,
explicitly  presented  as  an  art  of  sampling  the  chaos  in  the  psyche or  in  collective
imaginations. There are almost as many ‘monsters of reason’ in Warburg’s atlas as there
are in Goya’s series: fearsome divinities of the ancient oriental religions, titanomachias
and psychomachias, feminine creatures with several breasts, monstrous serpents, hybrid
creatures  of  the  zodiac,  deformed  beings  dancing  together,  cruel  and  proliferating
metamorphoses,  sadistic  eroticism,  dizzying  falls,  grotesque  heads,  and,  everywhere,
those multiform personifications of the nightmare of reason.6 Did Walter Benjamin not
also find that the work of the surrealists took the monstra very seriously, and that they
sought,  in  their  own way  –  and  in  the  same  period  –  to  make  out  the  improbable
inventory of the movements of the soul inscribed in the very movements of desire and of
the body?7 The theoretical  lesson common to these authors,  who are nonetheless  so
different from one another, is no doubt that all knowledge of the disparate brings into
play the very structure – and the montage character – of the images of thought.
5 We finally discover that the Mnemosyne Atlas works like a collection of Desastres: the play
of the astra and the monstra takes account of the cruelest and most violent aspects of
human history. The samples of spatial – or figural – chaos bear witness to a psychic chaos
that is itself an integral part of its historical or political incarnations. For knowledge –
through re-montage – always engages a reflection on the de-montage of time in the tragic
history of society. And this can be seen directly in the last plates of Mnemosyne where
Warburg arranged the contemporary photographic documents of the Lateran Accords,
passed between the dictator Mussolini and Pope Pius XI .8 Of course, in these montages, it
is  a  question  of  cultural  survivals:  they  operate  like  transversal  sections  in  the  long
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duration of the relations between power and image (for example, the throne of Saint
Peter visible in plate 79 subtly refers to the effigy of the sovereign already visible in plate
1), but also in the long duration of the theologico-political paradigm (the Eucharist, which
is the principle theme of plate 79, refers also, in its own way, to the divinatory livers in
plate 1: the mysterious and mystical supports of belief and of power).
 
‘Dislocation of the World’ and ‘Tragedy of Culture’ 
6 But it is also a question, in this cultural symptomatology, of political prophecy: the last
plate in Mnemosyne displays all  of the signs of a long – and recent – history of anti-
Semitism, of political propaganda, and of the upheavals that were to be seen in the year
1929,  when  Hitler’s  Mein  Kampf reached  record  sales  in  Hamburg  and  elsewhere  in
Germany.9 Here we are, once again – and in spite of the objects, the different styles – in
the neighborhood of those anxious contemporaries of Warburg who were Benjamin (for his
magisterial thesis regarding an ‘organization of pessimism’ through images themselves10),
Kurt Tucholsky and John Heartfield (for the striking political montages in their work
entitled Deutschland, Deutschland über alles, a Bilderbuch published at the very same time as
Warburg was creating the last plates of his atlas11), and Bertolt Brecht who composed,
from  the  communist  point  of  view,  several  atlases  of  images  on  the  tragedies  of
contemporary history.12
7 It is no coincidence that Brecht, too, convoked a long cultural duration – from Homer or
Aeschylus to Voltaire or Goethe – in order to substantiate a striking formula that was so
dear to him: a true formula of the disaster according to which war, and the ‘dislocation of
the world’ in general (die Welt aus den Fugen: the world out of joint) would constitute, at
the root of it, the very ‘subject of art’ (das Thema der Kunst):
8 ‘The dislocation of the world: that is the subject of art. It is impossible to affirm that,
without disorder, there would be no art, nor that there could be one: we know of no world
that  is  not  disorder.  No matter  what  the universities  whisper to us  regarding Greek
harmony, the world of Aeschylus was full of combat and terror, and so were those of
Shakespeare and of Homer, of Dante and of Cervantes, of Voltaire and of Goethe. However
pacifistic it was said to be, it speaks of wars, and when art makes peace with the world, it
always signed it with a world at war.’13
9 A world at war? Should we not read the history of art first of all like a history of forms?
Warburg’s  atlas  did  not  neglect  this  point  of  view and  can  even  be  looked  at  as  a
collection of tables for gathering the visual parceling of the world, its infinite variability
or formal invention: Disparates of circular forms and frontal walls, fluid movements and
tabular arrangements, horizontal confrontations and vertical falls …14 But Warburg, the
founder of an anthropology of images and of an iconology of their ‘intervals,’ referred
any formal singularity to the play – or the conflict – of corporeal, psychic, and cultural
movements. Hence the importance of those gestures and of those Pathosformeln whose
constellations are displayed by the atlas like so many Caprichos or ‘psychomachias,’ those
powers of the imagination at the crossroads between madness and reason, pathos and
ethos.15 This is why the history of images according to Warburg must be thought of as a
history of a tragedy that is always brought back between the worst of the monstra and the
best of the astra, suffering and sophrosynè, the dislocation of the world and the effort of
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reconstruction, of re-montage, to make a ‘section in chaos,’ that is – to use Warburg’s
words – a ‘thought space’ (Denkraum).
10 There is therefore no form that is not – explicitly or not, secretly or not – an answer to a
war, to historical pain and to its lot of pathos.16 The treasury of forms is always, however
cruel the conjunction might be, a ‘treasury of sufferings’ (Leidschatz)17. Hence the anxious
nature, and even the melancholic rooting of the ‘nameless science’ invented by the great
historian of images.18 Hence, too, the essential affinity that links Warburg’s undertaking
with that of Benjamin, who did not hesitate to speak of history as the history of the
sufferings of the world (Geschichte als Leidensgeschichte der Welt)19. There would be many
more aspects to retrieve in order to establish the scale and the depth of this affinity20 and
to restore Warburg’s work, not only in the context of the German ‘science of the mind,’
but also in this atypical constellation of ‘heterodox Jewish thinkers’21 to which, discretely,
he fully belongs.
11 In a moving and precise testimony, Klaus Berger described Warburg as a man who, in
spite of his proverbial humor and his constant puns, saw everything from the perspective
– or on the ‘plane of consistency’ – of pain: ‘He never said: this is right, this is wrong. He
said: this is veiled by suffering.’22 His whole theory of Pathosformeln was founded on a
thought – either ancient or Nietzschean – about tragedy; his whole theory of memory
aimed for a ‘psycho-historical’ thinking about the conflicts between the monstra and the
astra.23 In his magnificent funeral eulogy for Aby Warburg given in 1929, Ernst Cassirer
perfectly expressed what, in his friend’s work, sought to understand forms by means of
forces – ‘configuring energies’ – which were in turn seen in the eye of their own cyclones,
‘in the centre of the storm and of the whirlwind of life itself’; that is, of the disaster where
time constantly tries to swallow us up:
12 ‘He  did  not  firstly  cast  his  eyes  upon  works  of  art,  but  he  felt  and  saw  the  great
configuring  energies  behind  the  works  …  Where  others  had  seen  determined  and
delimited forms, self-contained forms, he saw moving forces; he saw what he called the
great Pathosformel that Antiquity had created and left as a lasting patrimony to humanity
… But this capacity was not only the gift of the researcher, nor that of the artist. He
delved here into his own, most deeply felt experience. In himself, he had experienced and
learned what he was capable of grasping and interpreting, from the centre of his own
being and his own life. “Early on he read the harsh words – he was familiar with suffering,
familiar with death.” But from the heart of this suffering there came the force and the
incomparable particularity of the gaze. Rarely has a researcher more deeply dissolved his
deepest suffering into a gaze and thereby liberated it … Warburg was not a scientist and a
researcher in the impassive sense in which he might have contemplated, from on high,
the playing out of life, or delighted aesthetically in the mirror of art. He always remained
in the centre of the storm and the whirlwind of life itself; he penetrated into its ultimate
and deepest tragic problems.’24
13 In these lines, Cassirer, obviously refers to two crucial episodes – that are inseparable, as
we  shall  see  –  in  the  life  of  Aby  Warburg.  That  suffering  or  that  ‘most  deeply  felt
experience’  is  nothing  but  Warburg’s  own  madness,  that  which  kept  him  enclosed,
howling  and  powerless,  between  the  walls  of  the  Kreuzlingen  sanatorium.  Upon
Warburg’s leaving the sanatorium, the Mnemosyne project figures as a psychical rescue
operation and return to the full path of his thought. Cassirer was one of the very few to
visit Warburg in his asylum on April 10, 1924. He therefore knew what he was talking
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about in his speech in 1929: he knew of the interior conflict, the visceral war that the art
historian had to lead against his most intimate monstra.
14 Nor did Cassirer forget the context or the historical heart in which the conflict took place.
The fact that Warburg kept himself ‘always in the centre of the storm’ means also that his
monstra, however deep, were not simply matters of subjectivity, but in fact matters for
historicity and ‘culture.’  There might not have been a ‘visceral war’ – psychologically
induced – without the world war, the social war, the obsidional war, that sort of sidereal
war that Warburg, between 1914 and 1918, experienced intensely to the point of madness,
from ‘the centre of the storm and the whirlwind.’ It is no coincidence that right in the
midst of the Second World War, in 1942, Cassirer should have ended up devoting himself
to a study – almost like a will – to the notion of the ‘tragedy of culture’: in this text, the
evocations of Hegel, of Goethe or of Georg Simmel’s classic essay25 converge naturally in
the direction of the anthropology of images and of beliefs so dear to Warburg, and the
point of view that could then serve as a reference to any reflection on the tragic fate of
culture in the epoch of the dislocation of the world.26
15 Carl  Georg  Heise  insisted,  in  his  Persönliche  Erinnerungen  an  Aby  Warburg (Personal
Memories of Aby Warburg), on the scholar’s ‘indescribable suffering,’ from 1914, in front
of what he called the Weltkatastrophe, the ‘catastrophe of the world.’27 The war was
literally suffered by Aby Warburg – and, in this sense, ‘carried’ fully on his shoulders as a
pagan Atlas or the Hebraic Righteous would do – after several conflicting dimensions
whose  combined  psychic  play  would  end  up  breaking  him,  in  1918.  The  world  war
appeared, first of all, like a tragedy for culture: with it came a reign of pure violence, of
excessive radicalized conflict. Nine million dead and 21,000 injured – crippled, disfigured
– surrounded, in 1918, the historian of the Nachleben. ‘Brutalized’ societies (according to
historian George Mosse’s expression),  ‘simplified’ men (according to an expression by
Frédéric Rousseau), reason sacrificed to the rationalizations of killing (according to the
analyses of Daniel Pick or Alan Kramer): the Great War opened up what Wolfgang Sofsky
would call the era of terror of the twentieth century.28
16 It is likely that Warburg grasped, as he always did in art history, the events of the war
themselves from the perspective of a terrifyingly long duration, that of a ‘European civil
war’ – which Enzo Traverso would reconceptualize well beyond the hypotheses of Ernst
Nolte29 – in which the monstra would not stop threatening all human life and culture. The
fact  that  the  scholar,  from  the  very  heart  of  his  delirium,  should  have  sometimes
imagined that he was responsible for this war should not be interpreted solely from the
angle of his unreason: Warburg, the man of culture, was at the center of a family of
bankers who participated directly in the goals of the German economic war, at the same
time acting, already, on the global monetary level.30
17 That is why the First World War, that tragedy for culture, was equally, in Aby Warburg’s
eyes, a tragedy in culture: a tragedy that touched the very heart of what the historian had
always  attempted  to  understand  to  the  point  of  founding  the  discipline  of
Kulturwissenschaft. We can imagine, for example, the upheaval that Warburg must have
felt at the unilateral adoption of the word Kultur by German military propaganda which
sought to contrast it, from 1914, with the word Zivilisation which was intended to mean –
against  the ‘eternal  values’  of  Germanic Kultur –  the enemy world,  the Anglo-French
world of technical and economic utilitarianism. We can imagine how a theorist of culture
seen  as  a  perpetual  crossing  of  boundaries –  the  spatial  and  temporal  ‘migrations’  (
Wanderungen) that dominate Warburg’s analyses – would have observed the aggressive
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closing of  any boundary,  the launching of  trench warfare,  the immobilization of  the
frontlines that he sometimes recorded with anxiety and feverishness in his notebooks (fig.
4). 
18 A specific study should be undertaken to put into perspective Warburg’s emotional and
intellectual response to the events of the Great War – the effect of the disaster on his
pathos as well as his logos – in the context of a ‘cultural history’ of this period.31 The 1914–
1918 war,  as  we know, was also a Kulturkrieg and a Bilderkrieg mobilizing entire civil
societies,32 and first of all the ‘cultural elites.’ A great number of intellectuals joined the
two fronts of the conflict, more often than not with the latest patriotic and nationalist
energy, an energy to which even Warburg himself contributed.33 In the great ‘European
crisis,’ which Pierre Renouvin was one of the first to diagnose,34 we must mention first of
all that ‘crisis of the mind’ evoked in 1919 by Paul Valéry.35
19 It  is  quite  probable  that  Warburg,  in  such a  context,  sensed that  a  new and radical
psychomachia was breaking out in the Europe of 1914: a conflict, once again – but crueler,
more brutal than ever – of the astra and the monstra; except that, now, the monstra had
extended their home to the sky itself (aerial combat, gas bombs), not to mention the sky
of  ideas  (nationalism,  propaganda).  Such  is  the  ineluctable  movement  of  a  ‘crisis  of
culture’  that  the Second World War was to make even more evident  in the ruthless
analysis that certain Jewish thinkers of the following generation, like Walter Benjamin,
Theodor Adorno, Hannah Arendt, or Leo Straus, were to make.36 This is how, in the first
days of the Great War, the hour struck for the ‘last days of reason.’37 
20 The scale of this ‘psychomachia’ is measured, for example, by the prodigious quantity of
publications, testimonies, reflections, and narratives devoted to the war as it was actually
happening, to the extent that we speak of storms of paper let fly in the cultural space like a
linguistic double for the storms of steel that raged on the frontlines themselves.38 Books,
newspapers,  notices,  tracts,  posters,  letters  –  but  also  paintings,  medals,  postcards,
photographs, music, and cinema – reveal an extraordinary activity of representation and
of  storytelling  at  that  time.  The  critic  Julius  Rab,  who produced several  anthologies
during the war, estimated that there were 50,000 ‘war poems’ sent every morning to the
German newspapers. Towards the end of the first year of the conflict, some 200 volumes
of Kriegslyrik had been published in Germany. 39 And that is little when we look at the
production  of  ‘war  stories’  in  which  the  entire  spectrum  of  styles  –  from  factual
testimony to the most grandiose lyrical reconstructions, including the novel, of course –
was to be found.40
21 Yet, the intrinsic content of this ‘psychomachia’ seems to be more difficult to formulate.
We  can,  nevertheless,  by  following  the  fundamental  idea  proposed  by  Warburg
concerning a ‘methodological broadening of the boundaries,’41 consider that a ‘parallel
war’ was happening in Europe regarding the very question of the ‘boundaries of thought.’
Numerous writers and intellectuals sought to reclose the boundaries and to join the fighting
in the trenches, the entrenchment of the point of view, the historiographical frontlines:
this was a way to carry out a politics of the enemy as we see it at work in the stories of Ernst
Jünger, for example, when he glorifies the ‘immemorial warriors,’ justifies the combat as
an ‘inner experience’ and the advent of a ‘new world,’ and celebrates the ‘dark magic’ of a
creative war of a whole ‘deployment of technical energies’  that force us into a ‘total
mobilization’ guided by the ‘spirit of heroism’42… And continuing to affirm – much later –
that the ‘essential thing is the saving of a particular nomos, a mode of being that affirms
itself in culture and that we protect in combat.’43 Jünger would make even more evident
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his basic proximity with the ideas of Carl Schmitt on sovereignty and on a ‘nomos of the
earth’ to be defended from any invasion, any contamination, any enemy.44 In his preface
to the first  edition of  The Decline  of  the  West,  dated December 1917,  Oswald Spengler
wished, in a similar vein, that his ‘book might not be entirely unworthy of the military
sacrifices of Germany.’45
22 Warburg, as far as I know, never publicly spoke about such position-taking. He attempted,
rather, through the publication of a Rivista illustrata that saw only two issues, in 1914 and
1915,  to  extend  his  hand  to  his  Italian  intellectual  friends  and  also  the  enemies  of
Germany at war46. His suffering in the face of the conflict, however, never went beyond
the refusal, the defense of the mutineers or the pacifistic position.47 But we could find
some Warburgian influences in the vehement reflections of someone like Karl Kraus – the
anti-Jünger par excellence – on the Great War which was carried on, according to him,
with a dangerous mixture of ancient pathos and new technologies: ‘How do we make war?
By directing ancient sentiments with technology.’48 Against poets who ‘comply with war’
and accept that it ‘reduces death to mere chance,’49 Kraus even called upon the gods in
exile for the states, all taken up with the military-economic strategies, to cease one day
killing the world and the world of culture together:
23 ‘What mythological confusion is this? Since when has Mars become the god of commerce
and Mercury the god of war? … I understand sacrificing cotton for one’s life. But the other
way  round?  People  who  adore  fetishes  will  never  go  so  low  as  to  think  that  the
commodity has a soul … Each state is at war with its own culture. Instead of being at war
with its own unculture … What is undertaken for the profit of the state is often achieved
at the cost of the world.’50
24 From 1909 – long before his well-known position taken in 1930 and 1933 regarding The
Last  Days  of  Mankind and  the  rise  of  Nazism 51 –  Kraus  had  combined  the  motifs  of
‘progress’ and ‘apocalypse.’52 Against the politics of the enemy carried on by all European
nationalisms seeking to ‘close the boundaries,’  he embodied,  among others,  the path
towards a genuine cosmopolitics devoted to ‘giving up all rights of customs.’ (I am citing
here a well-known phrase by Warburg illustrating his methodology of the ‘broadening of
the boundaries.’) Once more, it is Benjamin who offered the most rigorous and abundant
formulations regarding this position: at the same time as he publicly defended Karl Kraus,
Benjamin showed the fascist component of the writings of Jünger, the ‘glorification of
war [made as] an unbridled transposition of the theses of art for art’s sake.’53
25 The author of One-Way Street did not confuse the scale of the European ‘psychomachia’
with its  real  content:  in  spite,  therefore,  of  the deluge of  ‘war  narratives’  published
everywhere, he was able to diagnose a real crisis of the narrative corresponding at the same
time to a crisis of history – the dismantled, disassembled world of the Great War – and that
of  positivist  historicity,  that epistemic model  through which the new times could no
longer be understood and deciphered. In ‘Experience and Poverty,’ Benjamin dared to say
– against all patriotism and heroism – that in 1918 ‘people returned from the front in
silence … not richer but poorer in communicable experience.’54 In ‘The Crisis  of  The
Novel,’ he suggested, after the example of Alfred Döblin, that we can see in documentary
montage an alternative to the dead ends of  the traditional narrative,  including a war
narrative  with  epic  ambitions.55 In  ‘The  Storyteller’  he  returned to  the  crisis  of  the
narrative  born  of  the  experience  of  the  Great  War,  while  invoking  the  manner  of
immemorial survivals – essentially popular, ‘poor’ so to speak – in the art of storytelling.56
This is a way of calling upon Mnemosyne (memory) across the tragedies of culture before
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which Clio (history) could only become ‘sick’ – sick of modern ‘barbarities’ – according to
the grand prosopopoeia written in 1917 by Charles Péguy.57 
 
Warburg Facing the War: Notizkästen 115–118
26 The First World War left no one the chance to remain indifferent or unscathed. Everyone
in Europe, in one way or another, was exposed to this war. No one came back unchanged.
Everyone, at one moment or another asked the question of which direction to take – how
to  maintain  a  horizon of  thought,  of  project,  of  desire  –  in  such  a  situation.  When
Benjamin insisted on the tragic obstacles opposing the possibility of experience by a war
that was stamped with the seal of the unthinkable – ‘experience fell in value’ – it was to
invoke immediately the obvious difficulty of the task to ‘start from scratch; make a new
start; make a little go a long way; begin with a little and build up further,’58 and of using
memory so that in the midst of the destruction a desire to think might be possible.59
27 Some  people  were  plunged  into  the  heart  of  the  battles.  This  was  the  case  for  the
ethnologist Robert Hertz, student and friend of Marcel Mauss, who died at the front in
the Meuse in April  1915,  not  without  having,  by means of  intervening missives,  left
enlightened traces of his thinking on the look-out.60 It was also the case for the two great
founders of the Ecole des Annales, Lucien Febvre and Marc Bloch. Lucien Febvre fought
on the fronts of Ourcq, in Reims and in Douaumont; he was the theoretician and the
initiator of a method of combat called ‘cross firing’; he never stopped, throughout the
war, filling his notebooks, making maps of the frontlines, drawing what he saw around
him, collecting photographs61. He never really integrated this experience of the war into
his ulterior analyses, except perhaps, in half-words – and, by no accident, in 1943 – in his
text entitled ‘Living through History.’62 
28 Bloch, for his part, elaborated on his experience of the trenches by writing numerous
texts, by drawing and by taking photographs which he accumulated throughout the war:
plans, lists, stories collected day by day, and portraits of friends, visions of devastated
nature, reports of operations, all of this taking shape in one documentation snatched with
urgency.63 From 1914, Bloch fully held his place as historian – that is, as critic of facts and
discourses – by publishing a text entitled ‘Historical Critique of Testimony,’ developed in
1921 by the ‘Reflections of a historian on the false news of the war.’64 It was already a
question,  in these analyses,  of  everything that,  in parallel,  made up the heart of  the
Warburgian  problem:  that  is,  a  ‘historical  psychology’  capable  of  discerning  reason
(Warburg might have said: the astra) of the ‘powers of the imagination’ (the monstra) in
times of war, as well as that ‘collective memory’ of which Bloch spoke, not from Warburg,
whose work he undoubtedly did not know, but from his compatriot and friend Maurice
Halbwachs.65 The parallel between the attitudes of Bloch and Warburg to the war has
already been well analyzed by Ulrich Raulff.66 It would be worth continuing this analysis
in the future regarding the more fundamental question of the method, for example on the
question of  cultural  comparativism and on the historical  content of  images in which
Bloch shared an interest – without ever, it must be said, systematically developing it –
with the school of Warburg.67 
29 The author of Mnemosyne, it is true, never directly experienced the din of bombs and the
daily horror of  the trenches to which so many ‘war notebooks’  bear witness.  But he
exposed himself, body and soul, to the war: from the beginning of the conflict, he entirely
reorganized the workings of his research, of his library, in order to understand the great
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‘psychomachia’ of the monstra and the astra that were at play on a fundamental plane for
which only  a  ‘psycho-history,’  in  his  eyes,  could  account.  As  Reinhart  Koselleck  has
shown, any ‘mutation of experience’ implies a ‘change of method’ in the work of the
historian.68 My own hypothesis, as we have seen, is that this change – with considerable
epistemological  consequences  –  was  embodied  in  the  Mnemosyne Atlas and  in  the
theoretical orientations that its invention brought to light.
30 It is as a man of the Enlightenment that Warburg first of all wanted to respond to the
irrational fury of the world conflict. While the family bank – installed in the little town of
Warburg, then in Hamburg, since the sixteenth century – logically participated in the
German  war  effort,  he  had  to  think  painfully  about  the  ‘recension  of  the  Jews’  (
Judenzählung) ordered in October 1916 by certain officers of the army in order to bring to
light the so-called under-representation of Jewish combatants on the front.69 He thought,
however, that the astra could fight efficiently with the monstra on the very ground of
culture and of  ideas.  This  is  why he devoted so much energy to  founding,  with the
ethnologist Georg Thilenius and the linguist Giulio Panconcelli-Calzia, a Rivista illustrata
intended to maintain the European intellectual tissue so as, notably, not to cut off the
German intellectuals from their Italian colleagues70.  We can read in this a short note
signed by Wilhelm von Bode – the director of  the Berlin museums – on the duty of
protecting works of art in enemy territory,  or a factual account concerning religious
persecutions on the Russian front.71
31 Faced  with  a  war  that  he  considered,  on  the  anthropological  level  –  and  even
metaphysical level – an Urkatastrophe, an ‘archetypal catastrophe,’ Warburg thus tried to
place his work on the level of a fight with ideas: a fight against certain ideas (those that set
man against man, those that seek to close the boundaries, to dig the trenches, to set up
the frontlines),  or  to  help certain ideas  (to  open methodologically  the boundaries,  to
recognize the porosity of cultures, to claim the perpetual ‘migration’ of mind). This is
what would justify, in particular, his enthusiasm for the idea of a League of Nations and
for  the  efforts  toward  reconciliation  between  Germany  and  France.  When,  in  1926,
Aristide Briand and Adolf Stresemann received the Nobel Prize for Peace in the name of
this highly difficult reconciliation, Warburg undertook the publication of a postal stamp –
a cross-border image – with a significant title: Idea vincit.72 This formulation at the time of
Mnemosyne –  that  is,  from  1928–1929  –  was  also  found  in  the  manuscript  for  the
Grundbegriffe  (Fundamental  Ideas):  ‘The idea overcomes – everything is  possible’  (Idea
vincit – alles ist möglich).73
32 But  the  founder  of  modern iconology well  knew that  any cultural  ‘psychomachia’  is
embodied in images that confront one another (this would be a political way to express
the concept that is crucial to Warburg, of ‘polarity’): images that, successively, translate
and betray  ideas,  make  them in  turn accessible  and incomprehensible,  simplified  or
placed in mises en abimes. This is why the ‘fight with ideas’ was not without a fight with
images: a fight against certain images (propaganda, lies, anti-Semitism), or to help other
images (survivals, comparisons, deconstructions of ideology). This supposed, in the mind
of Warburg, the establishment of an extensive documentation on the war, collected in the
Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek since the start of the hostilities.
33 If we keep in mind the private character, or familial character so to speak, of the research
institution founded by Warburg, it makes up a considerable documentation. At least 1,500
works  about  the  war  were  acquired  by  the  library  between  1914  and  1918,  and
innumerable photographs: around 5,000, according to the catalogue, but many of which
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are now lost,  probably during the transfer of  the library to London in 1933.  We can
consult today some 1,445, distributed in three catalogues. They are press photographs,
images bought for use by the German Army, postcards, postal stamps … Even reduced to a
third of its original quantity, and even if Warburg seems to have given up organizing it
into an atlas, this iconographic documentation already gives an impression that was soon
to be given by the plates of Mnemosyne: something like a brilliantly organized disorder, a
profusion of images in which extraordinary affinities appear, sending us back to the most
fundamental motifs of the Warburgian Kulturwissenschaft.
34 What do we see in these images? Ancient or religious buildings, monuments of a long
cultural duration, collapsed under the bombs; Doric columns speckled with the impact of
machine-gun bullets. Many aerial images, signs, par excellence, of modern warfare, most
of which have a lunar or antediluvian appearance (like a sign that all destruction leads to
an archaeological gaze, fig. 16). Terrible visions of the front overrun with barbed wire, the
vegetation devastated, everything having the appearance of an exaggeratedly blackened
engraving,  ghostly  landscape  in  the  manner  of  Hercules  Segers  or  remains  of  an
apocalypse  drawn  by  some  expressionist  painter.  Everywhere,  the  stigmas  of  the
Urkatastrophe,  but  everywhere,  equally,  the  signs  of  a  technological  running  of  the
ravages, like on the documents in which we see how the army demanded that the war be
reproducible through photographic or cinematographic images.
35 We  see  also,  in  this  nightmare  collection,  the  meaning  of  the  visual  paradoxes  so
characteristic  of  the  Warburgian  gaze.  The  aerial  explosions,  the  terrifying  new
technology of this war, disseminate into the sky pretty little white clouds, very similar to
those that any art historian is accustomed to seeing in a painting of the Italian Primitive
painters. The dirigible – a motif that we will soon find in Mnemosyne – hit by a fighter
plane has at the same time the implacable appearance of a technological document and
the pathos of a mythological fall,  somewhere between the chariot of Phaeton and the
plunging of the damned into Hell. The image of a horse bizarrely suspended above the sea
has the involuntary splendor of a shot by Eisenstein. But the sheaves of sugar cane in the
artisan’s studio simultaneously remind us how war crippled, disfigured, and reduced men
to the pain of mutilation, and dissimilarity.
36 Elsewhere  appear  one  after  another,  in  an  apparent  jumble,  military  parades,  the
language of gestures of maritime signaling, Saint Sophia at Constantinople occupied by
the  German army,  the  beams of  the  anti-aircraft  defense  at  night,  villages  in  ruins,
models  designed  as  stratagems,  catalogues  for  clothes  made  in  paper  substitutes,
carcasses of tanks, the farewell of women weeping before the departing sailors, church
altars  covered  in  military  commemorative  plaques,  ships  exploding,  the  technical
equipment of the gun turrets, the funeral of a Jew (killed in combat?), naval shipyards in
full activity, bombs left on a beach, houses destroyed from the inside, bridges broken in
two, monuments to the dead, army libraries, the meeting of the very latest submarine
and of a sailing ship from a previous century, the reprocessing of rubbish, subterranean
vehicles, an elephant from the zoo requisitioned for the war effort, wide open coffins,
dismantled pylons, the orchestra of the front, field ambulances, a blokhaus in the forest,
the making of bread in a time of shortage, ration tickets, misery in the streets, a row of
flayed cattle in the abattoir, a makeshift military cemetery, soldiers occupying a shetl in
central Europe, an Easter orthodox procession on the Eastern front …
37 It is clear that in the eyes of Warburg this iconographic cacophony meant as much as the
gestural disorder of an attack of hysteria could to the eyes of Sigmund Freud: this visual
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kaleidoscope would be, on the whole, no less than a collection of symptoms;  that is,  an
immense geology of conflicts working in the open air, crossing over the surfaces and
swarming in depths.  Consequently,  it  was necessary to obtain the means – historical,
philological, archaeological, philosophical – to interpret the Urkatastrophe in the apparent
dissemination of its appearances. Hence the establishment, at the heart of the library, of
tools for archiving and classing into files the innumerable motifs of this great modern
‘psychomachia.’ Warburg’s Kriegskartothek comprised, in 1918, seventy-two boxes holding
90,000  files.74 What  remains  today,  in  the  London archive,  are  three  boxes  of  files  (
Notizkästen) numbered 115, 117, and 118, which bear witness to the intense philological
work  carried  out  by  Warburg  and  his  collaborators  in  parallel  to  his  iconographic
collection.
38 Claudia Wedepohl  went through these boxes in 2002.  Kasten 115 is  entitled ‘War and
culture’ (Krieg und Kultur): it makes a list of the objects (medals, postcards, war museums)
as well  as the theoretical  tools necessary for its interpretation (the sociology of Max
Weber, for example). Kasten 117 is devoted more particularly to the ‘superstitions of war’ (
Aberglaube im Krieg) and gathers all kinds of material, both historical and ethnological,
which has already been the object of a conference.75 Kasten 118 is entitled ‘War and Art’ (
Krieg und Kunst) and covers a considerable field from postcards representing Hindenburg
– and propaganda images in general – including the futurist manifestos of F.W. Marinetti.
A little diary with metallic rings, on 134 pages, completes this apparatus by establishing
the basis  of  an index in which the different  writings reveal  a  collective engagement
around Warburg’s project. The entries of this index go from ‘Prehistory’ (Vorgeschichte) of
the war to the different geographical sectors of its occurrence, unrolling, from ‘Religion’
to ‘Techniques of hygiene’ (Technik-Hygiene), from ‘Poetry’ (Dichtung) to ‘Ethics’ (Ethik),
from ‘Arms  factories’  (Münitionsfabriken)  to  ‘War  Literature’  (Kriegsliteratur)  and from
‘Celestial Figures’ (Figurae Coeli) to ‘Cinema’ (Kino).76 
 
Toward a Critical Anthropology of the War
39 The undertaking of cultural history and iconology carried out by Warburg on the Great
War deserves, of course, to be contextualized. In its own way, it belongs to those ‘paper
storms’  which,  from 1914,  were unleashed around the European intellectual world.  It
belongs, notably, to the specific German phenomenon – of which we find, in France, only
a few examples in that period – of ‘war collections’ (Kriegssammlungen) which flourished
on a large scale: from the Kaiserliche Universitäts- und Ladesbibliothek of Strasbourg
(which was already, for Warburg, at the end of the nineteenth century, a model for his
future Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek) to the Royal Library in Berlin, the Deutsche
Bücherei of Leipzig or the university library of Jena. Not to mention the extraordinary
private collections of Theodor Bergmann in Fürth and of Richard Franck in Berlin and
Stuttgart, a veritable institution which employed no less than twenty-four people full
time and counted, in 1921, around 45,000 works – plus 2,150 periodic titles.77 A work by
Albert Buddecke on the German Kriegssammlungen, which appeared in 1917, already listed
217 collections public and private devoted to the Great War.78 
40 But what radically differentiates the Warburgian project from all these collections, often
put on show in public exhibitions for patriotic ends,79 concerns the critical content which
guided its principle. The Kriegssammlungen targeted the institution of a self-glorifying
national  memory,  while  Warburg’s  Kriegssammlungen opened  the  way  to  a  genuine
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political iconology and, consequently, to all the historical and anthropological analyses
that flourish today regarding images produced in the time of the Great War.80 The ‘war
collection’ gathered by Warburg was guided, indeed, by an anthropological concern –
characteristic of his Kulturwissenschaft in general – and this explains his extremely broad
approach,  beyond  any  hierarchy  of  aesthetic  values  between  ‘works  of  art’  and
‘imageries,’ of the considerable visual field put into play during the Great War. The works
on ‘war art,’ acquired by the library in Hamburg from 1914 to 1918, are striking to our
contemporary gaze in the general mediocrity of paintings reproduced.81
41 Any ‘psychomachia’ engages, well beyond a history of art with limited boundaries, the
launching of a vast anthropology of images and of the beliefs that these images reconfigure
and ceaselessly retransform. If Kasten 117 was the object of specific attention on the part
of specialists, it is first of all because its subject, the ‘superstitions of war’ (Aberglaube im
Krieg), entered directly into such an anthropological design. It is clear, for example, that
certain fundamental motifs in the Mnemosyne project – like the ‘unsettling duality’ (die
unheimliche  Doppelheit)  of  triumph  and  of  martyrdom,  or  the  crucial  notion  of
‘demonization’ (Dämonisierung)82 – are at work, already, in Warburg’s work on the Great
War.83 I  believe it is not by chance that the collection of disasters in anthropomorphism
composed by Georges Bataille and his friends from Documents between 1929 and 1930
should have ended up – under the influence of the work of Marcel Mauss – in a ‘Collège de
sociologie’ in whose discussion, from 1937 to 1939, was sketched an anthropology of war84
that  Ernst  H.  Kantorowicz,  Georges  Dumézil  or  Franco  Cardini  would  later  found
historically.85
42 Recent historiography of  the Great War has ended up adopting this point of  view of
cultural anthropology.86 People even spoke of the war from the perspective of myth. 87
Above all, they took account of the intrinsic difficulties in any legibility of experience,
which amounted to asking the question of beliefs in the face of facts and of rumors in the
face of testimonies, notably on the highly debated question of ‘German atrocities.’88 But,
where the historian can try, legitimately, to discern the ‘true’ from the ‘false’ in this
generalized ‘system of uncertainty’ which constantly weaves competing discourses,89 the
anthropologist – or the archaeologist of discourses, in the manner of Michel Foucault –
will adopt a more transversal gaze and will situate his critique of language, or of images, on
another  level.  This  was  the  level  that  Warburg  characterized  with  the  term
Kulturwissenschaft.
43 Just  as  one  must  not  confuse  the  Kriegskartothek of  Warburg  with  the  patriotic
Kriegssammlungen who  were  his  contemporaries,  one  must  no  doubt  dissociate  the
problem of Kasten 117 from the numerous positivist works that were published from 1914
and which simplified things by accusing the obstinate ‘superstitions of war’ of being pure
and simple ‘errors.’ Some examples: In 1916, an article was written by Waldemar Deonna
on the ‘Increase of Superstitions in Times of War,’ while a critique was made by Yves de la
Brière, of prophetic oracles that proliferated from the beginning of the conflict.90 In 1917,
Lucien Roure created in his turn his own catalogue of ‘superstitions of war’ – but so did
Guillaume Apollinaire, with a more cheerful tone indeed, and much less accusatory.91 In
1918, Albert Dauzat would devote a whole work to the ‘legends and superstitions of war,’
in which the positivist viewpoint dominates once again, coming directly from Auguste
Comte (the ‘fictional’ state of fetishism) or Gustave Le Bon:
44 ‘All troubled periods, and in particular in war, by increasing general nervousness and
credulousness, give birth to a great number of false rumors that, once they correspond to
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the general state of mind, were quick to be substantiated in the simplistic souls of the
masses. Acting on weak and emotive brains, they provoke hallucinations, even prophetic
images. Finally, multiplying the occasions for dangers, they are favorable to waking and
to development of ancestral superstitions. Despite the advanced state of our civilization,
the global conflict could not escape this law. To the curious observer it has offered an
abundant and picturesque pick of the most varied facts, of which we would not have
suspected, five years ago, the possible – and fast as well as multiple – appearance around
us.’92
45 Against this simplistic point of view – or ‘evolutionist,’ in the trivial sense of the term,
where  reason  gets  off  very  lightly  –  the  Warburgian  analysis  of  ‘survivals’  made  it
possible to understand, on a much more fundamental level, the anachronistic coexistence
of a modern war marked by terrible technological ‘novelties’ such as aerial bombardments
or chemical  weapons,93 and yet crossed by so many archaisms of  social  behavior.  The
‘psycho-historical’  point  of  view  of  the  Nachleben made  it  possible,  indeed,  not  to
dissociate these paradoxes of temporality, with Warburg showing himself, once again, to
be very close to Freud’s analyses redefining – precisely in the years 1916 and 1917 – the
indissociable relations between psychical ‘evolution’ and ‘regression.’94 Walter Benjamin
was,  in 1925,  to think again about the ethical  and political  consequences of  such an
anachronism,  when  the  war,  so  technologically  new that  ‘the  human  imagination
[refused] to follow it,’ created a state of psychosis where the chemical weapon – the clouds
of gas – became like a ‘ghost’ that is as unfathomable as it is ruthless.95
46 Warburg – who, let us remember, defined the history of images as a ‘history of ghosts for
big people’ (Gespenstergeschichte f[ür] ganz Erwachsene)96 – therefore approached the Great
War as a fight against ideas, a fight with ideas, but also a fight against ghosts; a fight in
which the whole of European civilization was engaged no matter what. His analysis of the
‘superstitions of war’ must, no doubt, have lead to a revision of the survivals at work in
the great ‘psychomachia’ of the time.97 We will not be surprised to find that the files in
Kasten 117 consign certain spiritualist phenomena (apparitions of the dead) or mystical
phenomena  (the  symmetrical  cases  of  Barbara  Weigand  in  Germany  and  of  Claire
Ferchaud in France) of the Great War that have since been studied carefully by historians.
98 But it has to do, in the Warburgian view, with situating all these phenomena in an
anthropology or a ‘psycho-history’ that could verify the politics of survival at work in each
cultural symptom added to the collection of Kasten 117. This is why it is essential to recall
the coexistence of this Kriegskartothek with the research by Warburg in the same years on
the religious and political imagery of the Reformation – another period of schism and
cultural  crisis  –  haunted by chimerical  beings,  pope-donkeys,  monk-calves and other
monstrous sows of Lutheran propaganda.99
47 But Warburg, as Nietzsche had done in his own time and as Georges Bataille would soon
do, played dangerously with the fire of this ‘psychomachia.’ Arranging and rearranging
on his  work  table  the  images  of  his  Kriegskartothek,  was  he  not  making  himself  the
soothsayer or the haruspex of the great psychical conflicts that surrounded him and went
through  him?  Like  the  first  plate  of  Mnemosyne on  divination,  the  last  devoted  to
contemporary  history  appears  like  an  exercise  in  political  divination  –  or,  at  least,
anxiety, or presentiment. We could say, then, that Warburg conceived his atlas (or his
own existence as a modern Atlas) only to join dangerously all the meanings of the Latin
word that he understood well, the word superstes. It is a word for survivor, for testimony,
but also, for superstition.
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48 Emile Benveniste showed that superstes signifies, first of all, the one who remains, not so
much above but rather beyond or over something. It refers to the act of ‘surviving,’ of
‘getting over,’  as we say of  someone who ‘survived an ordeal,  death’;  it  refers,  more
generally to the act of ‘having crossed some event, of getting over that event’ … and, thus,
‘of having been a witness to it.’100 The superstes, consequently, is the one who assumes the
suprestitio as ‘the property of being present’ as a witness to an event from which he is far
away in space and time: in sum, the soothsayer of a history that is past, present, or future,
in which he did not physically participate. This ‘capacity for presence’ fascinates and
worries at the same time. Does it not characterize all the poetics of the great historians?
Whatever the case, we know that it is the ‘capacity for presence’ itself that brought the
Romans  –  for  whom divination,  as  we  have  seen,  was  an  exogenous,  foreign,  cross-
boundary practice, a ‘Babylonian’ or ‘Etruscan’ practice – to distinguish the dangerous
supertitio from their own official religio.101 By approaching the extreme of the cultural
phenomena of the Great War, Warburg kept to some extent over and above the ‘true’ and
the ‘false,’ in an area of thought far away from any religion – for example, the patriotic or
bellicose religion of the German Kriegssammlungen or the epic narratives in the style of
Jünger  –  yet,  it  must be  said,  dangerously  close  to  his  objects  of  study:  the  images
considered to be like so many busy ghosts.
49  “Sampling Chaos: Aby Warburg and the Photographic Atlas of the Great War” is part of the essay
“Atlas or the Anxious Gay Science,” first published in the exhibition catalogue Atlas. How to
Carry the World on One’s Back? This exhibition was organized by the Museo Nacional Centro de
Arte Reina Sofía (November 26, 2010-March 28, 2011) in collaboration with Sammlung Falckenberg
of Hamburg and ZKM/Museum für Neue Kunst from Karlsruhe.
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ABSTRACTS
This article deals with a particular aspect of the genesis of the Bilderatlas Mnemosyne composed by
Aby Warburg between 1927 and 1929. It has to do with his reaction to the events of the Great
War, a reaction which is at the same time ‘pathetic’ (even ‘pathological’) and ‘epistemic’ (that is
to say methodological). If the history of culture amounts, for Warburg, to a great ‘psychomachia’
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of the astra and the monstra, as he said, then it seems evident that the war for him was a direct
test of his ‘science of culture’ (Kulturwissenschaft).  It is no surprise that between 1914 and 1918
Warburg created a large iconographic collection of the war whose theoretical foundations I wish
here to examine by comparing it with the efforts of his contemporaries in Germany and France
(notably in the work of Lucien Febvre and Marc Bloch). 
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